Along the way

Experience
Golden Eagle -

Trans-Mongolian Express

Moscow
Kazan
Ekaterinburg
Novosilbirsk
Irkutsk
Lake Baikal
Ulan-Uday
Ulaanbaatar

Leaving from Moscow to Ulaanbaatar
For a fuller insight into Mongolia, why not experience our Naadam Festival
Trans-Mongolian departure in July - a journey across Russia onboard the
Golden Eagle combined with a visit to the Mongolian national festival.
This unique departure features an enhanced programme throughout,
including an extra day in the beautifully scenic location of Lake Baikal
where we will provide steam haulage along the shores of the lake, a oncein-a-lifetime experience, and culminating in a visit to the spectacular
Naadam Festival in Mongolia.

The journey
Moscow 0 KM Time Zone: Moscow time
Our touring programme of Moscow principally takes
us to the grandeur of the Kremlin – the spiritual,
historical and political heart of Moscow – and to see
the treasures of the Tsars in the Armoury Chamber.
We also visit Red Square, an iconic symbol of
Russia’s former military and political might with its
eclectic mix of fascinating architecture, such as the
ornate St Basil’s Cathedral’s magnificent oniondomed spires, the beautiful façade of the world
famous GUM department store, constructed in
Tsarist times, and the sombre and evocative site of
Lenin’s tomb.
Kazan 820 KM Time Zone: Moscow time
Situated on the River Volga, the picturesque and
historic city of Kazan is the capital of Tatarstan. Here
we have the opportunity to see for ourselves its rich
tapestry of history and culture. One of the highlights
of this city tour is our exploration of the Kremlin
Fortress, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Within the
walls of this ancient citadel we will explore its
stunning mosque and picture-perfect onion-domed
cathedral.
Ekaterinburg 1,814 KM Time Zone: Moscow time +2
Founded in 1723 by Peter the Great, Ekaterinburg, is
the capital of the Urals. Known as the Great Divide,
the Ural Mountains create the natural border
between Europe and Asia so that the cultural and
architectural influences of European and Asian
civilisations

Novosibirsk 3,336 KM Time Zone: Moscow time +3
Novosibirsk’s rich culture where the arts and
science predominate. The city is located in the
heart of Russia and is situated on both banks of
the River Ob. Our city tour takes us to Lenin
Square the imposing Opera House is located.
Irkutsk 5,185 KM Time Zone: Moscow time +5
Our visit to Irkutsk, the ‘Paris of Siberia’, takes in
the most significant sites and museums in this
fascinating city, including an exploration of the
classic wooden architecture with its intricately
carved lace- like decorations that has given many
of this region’s buildings such a distinctive and
unique appearance. We also visit the Volkonsky
House Museum, which is dedicated to the
memory of the aristocrats who were exiled to this
remote outpost after the failed Decembrists
uprising of 1825, and we recreate the atmosphere
of that time with a champagne reception and
private concert.
Lake Baikal Time Zone: Moscow time +5
Few natural sights can surpass the beauty and
grandeur of Lake Baikal and is a major highlight
on our Trans-Siberian journey. Lake Baikal is the
deepest lake in the world and holds 20 per cent of
the world’s freshwater. Weather permitting, we
stop in an extremely picturesque location by the
lake for photographic opportunities and for the
brave hearted there is time for a refreshing swim
in the crystal clear and ice-cold waters of Baikal.

Ulan-Uday 5,640 KM Time Zone: Moscow time +5
The ethnic and cultural diversity of Ulan-Uday, the
capital of the Buryat Republic, offers a unique
insight into its heritage. As we tour the area you will
notice the different faces of these welcoming Buryat
people. During our exploration of the Old Believers’
Village we have the opportunity to learn about the
culture and history of these religious people as we
are treated to a concert featuring local traditions
and folk singing.
Ulaanbaatar Time Zone: Moscow time +4
Our Trans-Siberian adventure takes us into
Mongolia and a visit to its capital, Ulaanbaatar.
Mongolia, once the very centre of an enormous
empire led by Genghis Khan, is a country of
beautiful landscapes, nomadic people and rich in
culture and history. Mongolia is famous for its
endless green Steppes, grazing livestock and white,
nomadic Gers (Yurts) dotted all across the
countryside.
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Golden Eagle Trans-Mongolian Express
What’s included
As far as possible our tours are all inclusive
with no hidden extras. What follows are
those elements which are included in the
tour price. The only extra items you may
need to budget for include personal
expenses such as international and internal
flights that are not included in the
itineraries, visa costs, insurance, drinks from
the Bar Lounge Car and laundry.
Experienced Tour Managers
Our experienced tour managers and their
assistants are selected for their travel
knowledge and their linguistic and
organisational abilities allowing you to relax
and enjoy your rail cruise. We receive
exceptional passenger comments about our
Tour Managers and their aim is to ensure
you enjoy every minute of your holiday.
Arrival and Departure Transfers
Arrival and departure transfers are included.
Hotel and Onboard Accommodation
Although you will spend much of your time
sightseeing or relaxing in the train’s public
areas, you will find your hotel room or cabin
a welcome retreat at the end of a rewarding
day. All hotels are of 5 star standard or, in
certain locations, the best available. Room
upgrades are available on request and at
extra cost.
Welcome and Farewell Dinners
Each tour begins with a Welcome Dinner, an
ideal opportunity to get to know your fellow
passengers; for the Tour Manager to brief
you on the trip; and introduce you to the
Golden Eagle Luxury Trains team and the
Tour Doctor. The Farewell Dinner is the
perfect end to your adventure by private
train where you can relive the journey and
look ahead to future tours.
Route Guide, Itinerary and Information Pack
When you board the train there will be a
brochure in your cabin detailing more about
your journey and the places en-route. Our
Tour Manager will organise a programme of
briefings on the cities or places we visit and,
each evening, will issue a programme for
the next day’s touring schedule.

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner Daily
All departures feature one or two uniquely
designed restaurant cars where you can
enjoy the excellent waiter-served food and
wine. Several times during the tour we will
also sample authentic local cuisine off the
train.Drinks with Meals and from the Bar
Lounge Car.A generous drinks allowance is
included with lunch and dinner. For
passengers travelling in Gold Class onboard
the Golden Eagle, drinks from the Standard
Drinks List in the Bar Lounge Car are also
included. For Imperial Suite guests, drinks
from both the Standard and Premium Bar
Lists in the Bar Lounge Car are included.
Onboard Service
You can expect service which is attentive,
friendly and unintrusive 24 hours a day.
Guided Off-Train Excursions
The history and culture of the places we visit
on our rail cruises will come alive through
our expert local guides. All our tours include
a wide-ranging sightseeing schedule to
make the most of the time you have off the
train and bring you closer to the culture,
people and history of your destinations. We
believe it is the special little touches that
help create magical memories.
Imperial Suite guests will benefit from the
option of a private car and guide in the
majority of places we visit along the route.
24 Hour Service Attendant
Your car attendants provide 24-hour
housekeeping and bedding turndown
services, with one attendant always on duty
to assist you and to ensure you are
comfortable in your cabin. Complimentary
tea, coffee and bottled drinking water are
available in your cabin 24 hours a day.

Freedom of Choice Touring
Customise your journey and enjoy the
opportunity to select from an array of
Freedom of Choice Touring options that best
suits your interests. Your off-train
excursions will still take in all the major
attractions of the places we are visiting but,
in featured locations, you will be presented
when you are onboard the train with a
variety of activities from which to choose,
and enjoy a tailor-made experience. Look at
the individual itineraries where we are
operating Freedom of Choice Touring.
Freedom of Choice Touring options may be
subject to variations dependent on finalised
train timings and local charges. Touring
options available will typically be advised in
the evening prior to the day’s tour.

Personal Headsets
On all the off–train excursions, to enhance
your enjoyment and comprehension of the
places you visit, you will be provided with a
lightweight personal headset on which to
listen to your tour guide as you take in the
sights. So you do not need to worry about
missing any of the interesting details on
your excursions.
Onboard Doctor and Medical Facilities
To give you peace of mind our tours are
accompanied by a doctor who travels with
us for the entire journey; so you can rest
assured that medical assistance is always
available. On call 24 hours a day, the doctor
is on hand to give primary care as required.
Normally, the doctor will be English
speaking and be registered with the General
Medical Council in the United Kingdom.
Porterage
As you only have to unpack once, your
luggage and belongings will stay with you on
the train throughout the journey but,
wherever necessary, porterage is included
between the hotel and stations.
All Gratuities
You will not have to worry about tipping on
and off the train on your rail journey with
Golden Eagle Luxury Trains as all gratuities
are included in the tour price.

In the know......
The word “Kremlin” isn’t Russian – it’s from a
medieval Tartar word meaning “fortress”.
The Urals, forming a 1,500 km border between
Europe and Asia.
Siberia lies entirely in Asia, and its native peoples
are Asiatic it was the Russians who came as
settlers. There are over 30 native Asiatic
languages still
spoken in Siberia to this day.
Lake Baikal is the world’s largest, and has more
statistics than any other lake.
Genghis Khan’s name is correctly spelt
“Chinghiskhan”, although his name at birth
was Temujin. Despite his reputation for
ferocity, the oldest annals of Mongolian
history reveal he was frightened of dogs.

Meals onboard are a relaxed affair as the
restaurant cars can accommodate all of our
guests in a single sitting. Throughout the
journey there is an informal dress code.
With our open-seating policy you can dine
wherever, and with whomever, you please.

The social heart of The Golden Eagle Express is the Bar Lounge Car, a great place to relax
and settle into the unhurried pace of life on board. Perhaps read a novel from our
library to while away time or challenge a friend to a game of bridge or backgammon?
Enjoy the delights of morning or afternoon tea with delicious cookies freshly baked by
our chefs. In the evening enjoy the sounds of the resident pianist playing on the baby
grand piano.

Visa Requirements

Hints and Tips

Travellers Checklist

Most visitors to Russia and Mongolia
require visas. For this journey you will
require a double-entry visa for Russia.
These must be obtained prior to
departure. Please check your nationalities
visa requirements in advance of your
planned travel dates.

Photocopy your passport including the
visas issued pages, airline tickets and
insurance policies.

Casual clothing is usually worn on the
train, including at mealtimes. Sturdy,
comfortable shoes for the excursions.
During boat rides, a light jacket or sweater
is advisable. (also for restaurants with
strong air-conditioning). And those brave
enough to take a dip in Lake Baikal
shouldn’t forget to bring along their
swimsuits. Also, remember to bring
something to cover your head to protect
against the sun and to wear in Orthodox
churches.

Your passport must be valid for at least six
months past the end of your travel dates.

Visa processing times can be up to;
Russia
Mongolia

20 working days
06 working days

However fast track processing is possible.
Due to the support documents required
by the Embassy of Russia (which we
obtain), you will need to book your trip
before starting to obtain visas.
For full information regarding visas,
please refer to our web site.

Climate and time – Average minimum/maximum Temperatures
Moscow
Ekaterinburg
Kazan
Novosibirsk
Irkustk/Lake Baikal
Ulan-Uday
Ulaanbaatar

May/Jun
+15/+22
+15/+22
+10/+18
+10/+18
+8/+22
+15/+24
+15/+24

Jul/Aug
+15/+30
+15/+30
+15/+25
+8/+18
+26/+38
+26/+42
+26/+42

Sep
+8/+24
+8/+24
+8/+18
+8/+18
+10/+24
+10/+25
+10/+25
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Leaving from Moscow to
Ulaanbaatar

Itinerary – 13 days
Why not extend your stay in Moscow with
additional nights prior to the start of your
journey? Explore more of the city at your
leisure or have time to take in a performance
at the world-renowned Bolshoi Theatre?
Tickets need to be pre-booked and are subject
to schedule and availability.
DAY 01
Arrive Moscow, where you are met and
transferred to the stylish five-star Four Seasons
Hotel Moscow. Located in the historic building
of Moskva Hotel and occupying one of the
most enviable addresses in the very heart of
Moscow, the hotel is a short walk from the
Kremlin, Red Square and the Bolshoi Theatre.
On your first evening in Moscow you will be
invited to a champagne drinks reception
before an exclusive Welcome Dinner. Specially
selected international wines are included with
dinner, as with all meals during the tour.
Dinner
DAY 02
Our touring programme of Moscow principally
takes us to the grandeur of the Kremlin – the
spiritual, historical and political heart of
Moscow – and to see the treasures of the Tsars
in the Armoury Chamber. We also visit Red
Square, an iconic symbol of Russia’s former
military and political might with its eclectic mix
of fascinating architecture, such as the ornate
St Basil’s Cathedral’s magnificent onion-domed
spires, the beautiful facade of the world
famous GUM department store, constructed in
Tsarist times, and the sombre and evocative
site of Lenin’s tomb.
With our Freedom of Choice touring option you
may instead wish to travel out of the city centre
to Sergiev Posad, home to one of the most
beautiful monasteries in Russia and the
historical and spiritual centre of the Russian
Orthodox Church or visit the famous State
Tretyakov Gallery (National Museum of Fine
Art).
Our Golden Eagle train, on selected
departures, will be hauled by a Russian steam
locomotive for the first 100kms section of the
journey. With the opportunity to photograph
the locomotive in Moscow Kazansky Station it
makes for an unforgettable way to start your
journey onboard Russia’s premier train.
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

DAY 03
Situated on the River Volga, the picturesque
and historic city of Kazan is the capital of
Tatarstan. Here we have the opportunity to see
for ourselves its rich tapestry of history and
culture. One of the highlights of this city tour is
our exploration of the Kremlin Fortress, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. Within the walls
of this ancient citadel we will explore its
stunning mosque and picture-perfect oniondomed cathedral.
As Kazan is the birthplace of one of Russia’s
most famous opera singers, Feodor Chaliapin
(1873-1938), we honour his memory with a
private concert of his music. You will also have
time to wander through the main pedestrian
area of Kazan and immerse yourself in the
atmosphere of the city.
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
DAY 04
Founded in 1723 by Peter the Great,
Ekaterinburg, is the capital of the Urals. Known
as the Great Divide, the Ural Mountains create
the natural border between Europe and Asia so
that the cultural and architectural influences of
European and Asian civilisations come
together in this fascinating and cosmopolitan
landscape. Our city tour takes us to the
poignant site where the Romanov, Tsar
Nicholas II of Russia, was executed with his
family by the Bolsheviks in 1918 following 78
days of imprisonment. Now a church dedicated
to their memory, this site provides us with a
powerful insight into the turmoil of the Russian
Revolution.
Our Freedom of Choice programme will also
offer activities such as a walking tour of the
city, or explore the intriguing Soviet military
past in a visit to Ekaterinburg Military Museum
which displays fragments of the U2 American
spy-plane flown by Gary Powers that was shot
down in this area in 1960 during the Cold War.
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

DAY 05
A modern ‘Soviet’ city, we experience the life
and character of Novosibirsk’s rich culture
where the arts and science predominate. The
city is located in the heart of Russia and is
situated on both banks of the River Ob. Our city
tour takes us to Lenin Square where the
imposing Opera House is Located. An
architectural marvel, it houses two
permanent ballet and opera companies and is
one of the largest opera houses in the world. In
front of the Opera House, we visit an impressive
statue of Lenin – a marvellous opportunity to
have your photograph taken with this iconic
political leader.
Alternatively, south of the city you could visit
Novosibirsk’s excellent Railway Museum on our
Freedom of Choice tour. The museum displays
locomotives and rolling stock from the late
1800s, including carriages of the Tsars, through
to the Soviet era. Or choose to go to the
Mineralogical Centre with its fine display of
Siberian minerals.
For those interested in art there is also the
Freedom of Choice option to visit the State Art
Museum with an extensive collection including
icons, Siberian art and numerous distinctive
mountains capes by celebrated spiritual Russian
painter Nicholas Roerich. It also displays
temporary art and photography exhibitions by
local and international artists.
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
DAY 06
A day to unwind and reflect on the many sights
and sounds we have experienced on our
journey so far. Chat to your fellow passengers,
perhaps learn a few words of Russian or simply
enjoy the ever changing landscape outside your
window as it unfolds.
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
DAY 07
Our visit to Irkutsk, the ‘Paris of Siberia’, takes
in the most significant sites and museums in
this fascinating city, including an exploration of
the classic wooden architecture with its
intricately carved lace-like decorations that has
given many of this region’s buildings such a
distinctive and unique appearance. We also
visit the Volkonsky House Museum, which is
dedicated to the memory of the aristocrats
who were exiled to this remote outpost after
the failed Decembrists uprising of 1825, and
we recreate the atmosphere of that time with a
champagne reception and private concert.
(Freedom of Choice touring options available)
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

These dossiers are designed to provide you with a guide to our trips, the places visited, accommodation used and to give you a flavour of your daily
itinerary. You will be travelling in parts of the world where the unanticipated and the unusual are all part of the experience and, as a result, the
unexpected can happen and we may on occasions need to vary your plans. These dossiers do not form part of any contract.
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Golden Eagle Trans-Mongolian
Express
Leaving from Moscow to
Ulaanbaatar

Itinerary – 13 days
DAY 08

Few natural sights can surpass the beauty
and grandeur of Lake Baikal and is a major
highlight on our Trans-Siberian journey.
Lake Baikal is the deepest lake in the world
and holds 20 per cent of the world’s
freshwater.Also known as the ‘Pearl of
Siberia’ it is home to a unique breed of
freshwater seal and over 50 species of fish
including omul. For five hours we wind our
way through tunnels along cliff hugging
tracks above the lake with a vista of snow
capped peaks along the far shore forming a
picture-perfect backdrop.To add to the
grandeur of the day our Golden Eagle train
will be hauled by a Soviet era steam
locomotive on this beautiful section of the
line. There will be plenty of opportunities for
photographs as the train winds its way along
the lake. This will be an unforgettable part of
our journey.Weather permitting, we stop in
an extremely picturesque location by the
lake for photographic opportunities and for
the brave hearted there is time for a
refreshing swim in the crystal clear and icecold waters of Baikal. Travelling onwards to
the end of the Baikal branch line, we leave
the train and travel by boat on the lake to
Listvyanka, a small Baikal settlement
nestling at the base of the surrounding hills
and visit the Lake Baikal Museum and
Aquarium where you can learn about the
flora and fauna of the lake.We will enjoy a
delicious barbecue, including freshly
smoked omul fish, prepared by our own
chefs on the shore of Lake Baikal to
complete a memorable day.As part of our
Freedom of Choice touring options you can
choose a hiking opportunity that offers
some spectacular and panoramic hillside
views of the lake below.
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

DAY 10
Our Trans-Mongolian adventure takes us
into Mongolia and a 3 night stay in its
capital, Ulaanbaatar. Mongolia, once the
very centre of an enormous empire led by
Genghis Khan, is a country of beautiful
landscapes and nomadic people, rich in
culture and history. Mongolia is famous for
its endless green Steppes, grazing livestock
and white, nomadic Gers (Yurts) dotted all
across the countryside.Please note
depending on final timings provided by the
railway authorities we may substitute the
railway journey from Russia into
Ulaanbaatar with a private jet charter from
Irkutsk so that we can maintain the
advertised programme in Mongolia.
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
DAY 11
On the first day of the Naadam Festival, we
observe the elaborate opening ceremony
which consists of local dancers, athletes,
horse riders and musicians, before travelling
outside Ulaan Baatar to watch the national
horse race. The competitors in the riding
events are all children between five and
twelve, many of whom have been in the
saddle since the age of one. As they race
along the plains for 20 kilometres,
thousands of spectators line the remote
track to watch up to 1,000 horses with
children sitting confidently astride their
small but sturdy Mongolian steed. It is
claimed such equestrian skills won Genghis
Khan an empire that stretched from the Sea
of Japan all the way to Europe. In the
evening we will enjoy a performance of
traditional Mongolian throat singing and
contortionists.
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

DAY 12
This is a unique opportunity to be among
the few non-Mongolians to experience the
spectacular, but little known, Naadam
Festival and soak up the exciting
atmosphere of this national holiday. Once a
religious ceremony, the festival now
formally commemorates the 1921
revolution when Mongolia declared itself a
free country. In recent times, women have
been allowed to enter and they now
compete in two of the three events, horse
racing and archery. Today is the day for all
the main competitions and will attend the
archery, wrestling and ankle-bone shooting
events.
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Due to the popularity of the period around
the Naadam Festival we reserve
accommodation for our guests at a number
of the best hotels in Ulaanbaatar including
the Shangir-La, Kempinski or Ramada.
Please note, we cannot guarantee your
preferred choice of hotel.

DAY 13
Breakfast is served in the hotel and transfers
are provided to the airport for departing
flights.
Breakfast

DAY 09
The ethnic and cultural diversity of Ulan
Uday, the capital of the Buryat Republic,
offers a unique insight into its heritage. As
we tour the area you will notice the different
faces of these welcoming Buryat people.
During our exploration of the Old Believers’
Village we have the opportunity to learn
about the culture and history of these
religious people as we are treated to a
concert featuring local traditions and folk
singing.
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

These dossiers are designed to provide you with a guide to our trips, the places visited, accommodation used and to give you a flavour of your daily
itinerary. You will be travelling in parts of the world where the unanticipated and the unusual are all part of the experience and, as a result, the
unexpected can happen and we may on occasions need to vary your plans. These dossiers do not form part of any contract.
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Cabins onboard - Imperial Suites

Imperial Suites are the most spacious
cabins on the Golden Eagle, and on any
train in Russia.
Imperial Suites are the most spacious cabins
available onboard the Golden Eagle
measuring 120 sq ft (11.1 sq metres) and
benefiting from a large and luxurious double
bed as well as a lounge area with dressing
table.
Imperial Suite facilities include a private ensuite bathroom with power shower and the
luxury of underfloor heating; individual airconditioning; wardrobe; DVD/CD player with
LCD screen; complimentary fully stocked
minibar; safe; small library and two large
picture windows to watch the world go by.
Exemplary service starts with a
complimentary bottle of Dom Perignon
champagne when you board the train to
toast the start of your wonderful adventure.
Imperial Suite guests will also benefit from
the option of a private guide and car service
in most of the places we visit along the route,
the inclusion of drinks from the standard and
premium bar list in the Bar Lounge Car, a
laundry service and room upgrades to the
next available category at the hotels which
are featured in the itinerary.

•Sleeps 2 in King Size bed
•Sitting area
•Remote controlled air-conditioning and
heating
•Recessed lighting and wardrobe
•Dressing table
•Personal safe
•Private en-suite bathroom with full power
shower and underfloor heating
•Bathrobes, slippers, hairdryer and toiletries
provided
•Complimentary minibar
•DVD/CD player with LCD screens
•Towels and linens changed every second
day or daily on request
•Complimentary tea, coffee and mineral
water available at all times
•In-cabin dining available on request
•Drinks from the Bar Lounge Car included
from the Standard and Premium Bar List
(excluding Premium Wine List)
•Private car and guide options in selected
•cities for off-train excursion programme
•Laundry service included

Imperial Suites Statistics
Cabin Area
120 sq ft (11.1 sq m)
Cabin Length 17ft 4ins (5.3m)
Cabin Width
6ft 7ins (2m)
Bed Width
5ft (1.5m)
Bed Length
6ft 2ins (1.9m)
Cabins per car 1 Imperial Suite (+ 2
Gold Class Cabins)

Imperial Suite Carriage Floorplan
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Cabins onboard - Gold Class

Gold Class cabins are extremely well-proportioned and have
been cleverly designed to maximise the available space as cabins
convert from a sitting area by day to a comfortable sleeping
accommodation at night.
Gold Class
At 77 sq ft (7 sq metres) Gold Class cabins are
extremely well-proportioned and have
everything from a private bathroom with
separate power shower cubicle and
underfloor heating to a DVD/CD player, LCD
screen, safe, individual air-conditioning,
wardrobe, large picture window as well as
featuring a double lower bed and a single
upper bed.
Guests in Gold Class benefit from
complimentary drinks off the Standard Bar
List in the Bar Lounge Car.
• Sleeps 2 in either lower standard double
bed or bunk style
•Remote controlled air-conditioning and
heating
•Recessed lighting and wardrobe
•Personal safe
•Private en-suite bathroom with full power
shower and underfloor heating
•Bathrobes, slippers and toiletries provided
•DVD/CD player with LCD screens
•Towels and linens changed every second
day or daily on request
•Complimentary tea, coffee and mineral
water in cabin available at all times
•Drinks in the Bar Lounge Car included from
the Standard Bar List
•Laundry service available at an additional
charge

Gold Class Statistics
Cabin Area
77 sq ft (7 sqm)
Cabin Length
11ft 8ins (3.6 sqm)
Cabin Width
6ft 7ins (2m)
Lower Bed Width 4ft 5ins (1.35m)
Upper Bed Width 2ft 9ins (85cm)
Bed Length
6ft 2ins (1.9m)
Cabins per car
5

Gold Class Carriage Floorplan
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Cabins onboard - Silver Class

Silver Class accommodation has been cleverly designed to
maximise the available space as cabins convert from a sitting
area by day to a comfortable sleeping accommodation at night.
Silver class cabins are slightly more compact than Gold Class.
Silver Class
Silver Class cabins, which are more
compact at 60 sq ft (5.5 sq metres),
feature a small double lower bed and a
single upper bed as well as DVD/CD
player, LCD screen, safe, individual airconditioning, wardrobe and large
picture window.
The Silver Class cabins have private ensuite wet room with a washbasin, toilet
and shower.
•Sleeps 2 in lower small double bed or
bunk style
•Remote controlled air-conditioning and
heating
•Recessed lighting and wardrobe
•Personal safe
•Private en-suite bathroom with wetroom' style shower and toilet
•Bathrobes, slippers and toiletries
provided
•DVD/CD player with LCD screens
•Towels and linens changed every
second day or daily on request
•Complimentary tea, coffee and mineral
water available at all times
•Laundry service available at an
additional charge

Silver Class Statistics
Cabin Area
60 sq ft (5.5 sqm)
Cabin Length
8ft 8ins (2.6m)
Cabin Width
6ft 7ins (2m)
Lower Bed Width 3ft 6ins (1.1m)
Upper Bed Width 2ft 9ins (85cm)
Bed Length
6ft 2ins (1.9m)
Cabins per car
6

D

Silver Class Carriage Floorplan

